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Abstract

The following notes were intended as complement to the main topic of the
lectures presented at the Winter collge of Nuclear Physics and Reactors.
Actually, the topic was covered according to the outline given in. Appendix and
the presentation was based as far as possible on the practical features of the
basic data files, in particular the ENDF/B files. The present riotes are
subdivided in two parts; part I is a general introduction to the problem of
the evaluated data files and gives the main references on the topic. Part II
presents a few specific examples of the use of the evaluated data files in the
wide application fields of p.e'itron heating a photon production.

PART I

GENERAL REl'lARKS ON EVALUATED DATA FILES

- M. SALVATORES -

1 - INTRODUCTION

Many nuclear data evaluations has been published,

which cover different process and field of application

such as decay schemes, atomic masses and abundances

fission product yields and neutron cross sections.

Neutron data related evaluation has rapidly developed

due to the their relevance to nuclear power technology.

It is worthwhile to give a general definition of an

evaluation of nuclear data. J. J. Schmidt has given /I/

the following ; "Evaluation denotes the comparison and

critical assessment of the compiled experimental data and

the .election by some appropriate averaging procedure of a

complete and self-consistent set of preferred values. Much

more than that, the requirement of completeness, parti-

cular for reactor physics purposes, involves the necessity

of using appropriately parametrized Nuclear theories and

considerations of nuclear systematics to fill in gaps and

to help remove inconsistencies in the available experi-

mental information".

As S. Perlstein has pointed out 12/, evaluations

represent an attempt to estimate the true or most probable value

of a nuclear parameter estimates are necessary since the

number and quality of experiments have seldcm been

sufficient to converge toward results of high accuracy.

Historically, the nuclear data evaluation compilation

in their present form (and in particular the neutron data

compilations) have evolved from early collection of

nuclear data, such as the General Electric Chart of

Nuclides, first produced about 1947 and modeled after

Seaborg tables of isotopes (originally published in the

Revue of Modern Physics in 194O). The Nuclear Data Tables,

published originally by the National Bureau of Standard in

the USA in 1950, provides, with its more recent updating,

another example of Nuclear Data compilation. However,

for what concerns neutron data, the "Neutron Cross Section

publication of the Brcokhaven National Laboratory

(BNL-325), originally published in 1955 by D.M Hughes and

J. A. Harvey and successively updated /3/ ; is the

actual ancestor of the present computerised compilations.
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It presents in tabular and graphic form experimental

neutron cross section data and an -aye guide which repre-

sents the probable trend of the

It was early recognized that coordinated and coope-

rative efforts were a key point in the development of

large and consistent data base ior nuclear power appli-

cation purposes.

Nuclear data centers developed ; the National Neutron

Cross Section Center at Brockhaven, wich collects data in

the USA and in Canada ; the NEA Data Bank located in

Saclay Laboratory near Paris collects data for the

countries partecipating to the Nuclear Energy Agency ; the

Nuclear Data Section of the International Atomic Energy

Agency ; the Nuclear Data Section at the Institute of

Power and Engineering of Ob risk (USSR)

From these and other centers, data files were deve-

loped in particular for reactor core and shield design,

and for nuclear fuel cycle evaluation.

The advancement of computer technology, coupled to

the increasing availability of detailed evaluations, made

possible the processing of evaluated nuclear data into

computerized data files. Specific formats were developed,

flexible enough to handle many types of data and mathe-

matical models, but sufficiently compact so as to remain

efficient for computer manipulation.

An important role was also played by the development

of sophisticated ways of data and format documentation,

necessary for the linking of evaluated data files to

processing codes for the preparation and performance of

nuclear calculation.
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At least four major data files have developed during

the last fifteen years :

- The united Kingdom Nuclear Data Library (UKNDL)

- The Karlsruhe evaluated nuclear data file (KEDAK)

- The Evaluated Nuclear Data File in the USA iENDF)

- The USSR Evaluated Nuclear Data Library and the

associated SOKRATCR format /II

It is worth mentioning that very recently a joint

effort has been imitated by many of the OECD countries to

establish a Japanese-Europeen Fila, in the framework of the

NEA Data Bank(JEF).

2 - THE EVALUATED NUCLEAR DATA FILE CONTENT

For what concerns the representation of data, in

general it can be said, according to 121, that the speci-

fication of data must be complete ; a single-valued

function over the entire range of the independent variable

must result Data may be presented in either parametric

or tabulated form. If tabulated values are given, an

interpolation scheme must be provided to determine values

between tabulated point. In some cases a variety of inter-

polation schemes are allowed. For common data types, a

constant, linear, or logarithmic interpolation can be

used.

Some flexibility in formats is needed for specifying

data. As a typical example, angular distributions can be

described by Legendre polynomials (light nuclei) or in a

tabular form (heavy nuclei), to avoid the use of Legendre or

polynomials of large order.



In general, if we speak of neutron data files, the

following informations should be found in a data file

useful for many purposes:

- Cross section tables for smooth cross-sections, or

the smooth part of the cross section behaviour in energy ;

charged particle or gas production cross-section (like

(n,pî, (n,d) , (n,t), (n,a) etc)

- Resonance parameters for the resolved and unresolved

resonance regions

- Angular distributions

- Secondary neutron energy distributions

- Scattering law data

- Fission parameters (neutron multiplicity, fission,

fragment yields)

- Radioactive decaydata (Types of decay, half-lives,

decay constants, branching ratios, line intensities)

- Photon production by neutron reactions (photon

production cross sections, photon angular distributions,

photon energy spectra, photon energy-angle distributions )

- Data uncertainties, nsoessary to construct

variance-covariance matrices.

ïhese informations should be provided by isotope and

for an energy range from approximately 20 MeV to thermal

neutron energy. In particular, the very high energy data

are particularly needed for future fusion reactor appli-

cations.

3 - EXEMPLES OF EVALUATED NUCLEAR DATA FILES

The present notes will not present explicitely the

basic data formats and procedures, even if they are

essential to the course.

The existing literature, already indicated in the

previous paragraph, is largely accessible and complete. In

particular the Report ENDF-102, Revision 1979 is the

necessary basis for discussions related to the widely used

ENDF/B Format. A summary of the main features of the

different data files can be found in the paper by

G. C. PANINI "Some notes about the nuclear data libraries"

distributed at the present Winter College on Nuclear

Physics and Reactors.
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PART II

THE RELATION BETWEEN DATA FILES AND

PHYSICS PROBLEMS - SELECTED EXEMPLES

EXEMPLES OF USE OF THE DATA lNCi/TDED IN AN EVALUATED DATA

FILE

Nuclear heating

A major part of the neutronics and photonics analyses

of a nuclear system involves estimating a set of nuclear

response rates such as nuclear heating, gas production and

atomic displacement rates. The response rates provide an

important input to the engineering design and analysis of

the system.

These type of responses are calculated from a variety

of nuclear data, which appropriately illustrate the use of

an evaluated data file.

Let us consider the nuclear heating, commonly known

as KERMA (Kinetic energy released to material) factor.

The nuclear heating H t (f) at a spatial point f, is the

sum of the neutron heating H (f), and the gamma heating,

H fr) where :

Hn (r) = (f) f> (r, En)

KY (r)

"5 «/y» _
W* M f ̂ F \ If t V

r) = 1 » . (F) I * '-' V vj (Ev
j 3 J Y

(En» d En
(1)

(2)
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and where N.. (r) is the number density of nuclide j at r,

Kni ' En' i s t h e r e s P o n s e function for nuclear heating

known as the neutron Kerma factor for nuclide j at energy

E n ; K' . is the gamma ray Kerma factor for nuclide j at

photon energy E ; <f> (E ) is neutrcr flux for neutron at

energy E n; $ (E ) is obtained by solving the transport

equation for the photons, starting from a photon pro-

duction source :

n (En ' f) °Pj
 (En' V dEj (3)

where a . is the photon production cross section in

nuclide j for neutrons of energy E and photons of energy

E .
Y

The neutron Kerma factor can be written as :

R

(E) = ot. (E)-(E

mjj
"I —
m a t j

Jtj

where ofc is the total cross section, Q.. is the Q value of

the reaction i with isotope j, defined as the difference in

mass between the total mass of the reaction products and

that of the neutrons plus the target nucleus j ; E..., is

the average decay energy per reactioni ; E n, m is the

average secondary neutron energy per reaction m.

Finallv EY i s g i v e n

Y.j <V = /"pj <En,EY>
dEv



where o . (E ,E ) is the previously defined photon

production cross-section for neutron energy E and photon

energy E^.

ESI F/B filesi necessary for KERMA factors calculations.

TABLE I

The expression for gamma Kerma factor can be written as :

KYD <E) = V J - E + °caj "E + ° p p j ( E " 1'02> (6)

o and o__ are the gamma-interaction cross section
Cd pp

where a

for photoelectric, compton absorption, and pair production

cross sections, respectively.

The ENDF/B data files necessary to the calculation are

indicated in table I.

For a better understanding of the use of the date

included in the file, we will develop the explicit form of

the neutron Kerma for a specific reactions.As we have

seen, the Kerma for a specific reaction i is give in

general by :

(E) = E (7)

Khi(E)

where we have dropped the index j of isotope dependa.it and

E is the sum of the Kinetic energies of the recoil

nuèleus and charged particles produced by the reaction.

In general :

"Hi Qi " En'i " Eyi EDi (9)

where the different values have already been defined and

Y is the total energy carried away with the gamma rays

emitted.

File No

(MF)

1

2

3

4

5

12

13

15

Type of Data

General information

Resonance parameter data

Neutron cross sections

Angular distribution of secondary neutrons

Energy distribution of secondary neutrons

Multiplicities for photons (from neutron reactions)

Cross sections for photon production (from neutron

reactions)

Energy distribution of photons (from neutron

reactions)

The reaction types that have to be treated are listed

in table II.

To calculate the neutron Kerma factors one then needs

the reaction cross sections, the Q-values and the energies

of the secondary neutrons and photons.
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TABLE II

Reaction Types

(n,n)

(n.n'h

(n,n')v

<n,mn')acl,

( n ) acl' ac2'

(n,Y)

(n,2n)

(n,3n)

(n,f)

Reaction Types

Elastic

Inelastic level

Tnelastic continuum

(n,mn', charged particles), m = 1 or 2

(n, charged particles)

Radiative capture

Direct or level (n,2n)

ENDF/B Reaction No., MT

2

51-90

91

22-24, 28-30, 32-36,
and 51-91 with flag LR

103-109 (700-799),
111-114

102

16 and (6-9, 46-49)

(n,3n)

Fission

17

18

The pointwise cross sections are processed from file 3

in ENDF/B and, for resonance nuclides, are calculated in

the resolved and unresolved resonance regions from

resonance parameters in file 2. The 0 - Values are

processed from file 3.

The average kinetic energy of all secondary neutrons

is calculated from the angular distributions in file 4 for

elastic and inelastic level scattering and from the energy

distribution given in file 5 of ENDF/B for other reactions.

The calculation of the energy of the secondary photons

is made evaluating S _ performing the integration previously

indicated eq. (5), once the gamma production cross section

have been processed from files 12, 13 ans 15.

The equation to calculate explicitely eq (8) are given

in the following paragraph.



MEUTROH KERMA FACTORS CALCULATION AND THEIR

RELATION WITH BASIC DATA

Elastic Scattering

For elastic scattering, ali terms on the right-hand

side of Eq. (9) are zero except the incident neutron

energy and the kinetic energy of the neutron emitted. The

latter is simply

+ 1 + 2AÛ

= E
(10)

(A + 1)'

where A is the ratio of the nuclear mass of the nuclide

to that of the neutron and iT is the average ot the cosine

of the center-of-mass scattering angle,

where

E, = energy of the excited level

;icm - c o s

The average of the cosine of the scattering angle in

the center-mass is evaluated from the secondary neutron

angular distribution in file 4 of ENDF/B. This angular

distribution can be given in either

(1) Legendre coefficients in the center-of-mass (CM)

system ;

(2) tabulated normalized probability distribution in

the CM, P c m (g,E);

I

(3) Legendre coefficients in the laboratory (LAB)

system, and

and (11)

ù = f,

(4) tabulated normalized probability distribution in

the LAB system, PLftB (y,E).

with f. as the first coefficient of the Legendre poly-

nomial expansion of the differential scattering proba-

bility distribution (fQ = 1 ) .

Inelastic-Level scattering

For inelastic-level scattering (n,n')Yr

Ë n, and E Y are derived as follows :

(E) = 2AE

(A+l) 2A 2E

(12)

For case (1), v is equal to the first coefficient

) of the Legendre polynomial expansion (f = 1 ) . In

case (2),

«cm <E>
• / :

yPcm«w,E) du . (13)

For cases (3) and (4) a transformation from the LAB

to the CM system is performed and u c m is calculated. 289



ï
Another procedure is to replace Eq. (12) with the fol-

lowing :

En,(E) = E
1 -. . [h-1 . 1

uL + +
A+l j_A+l (A+l)2

2 - \\ ,(14)

(A+l)2 L A+l

where u, is the cosine of the LAB scattering angle, v^

can be evaluated as the first coefficient of the Legendre

polynomial expansion in the LAB system or from Pjan (u,E)

?s in Eq. (13). u can be evaluated as follows :
L

2 = -M
^L 3

2f_ (15)

where f_ is the second coefficient of the Legendre

polynomial expansion in the LAB system. For case (4),

u _ •c dp.
(16)

The gamma energy is calculated directly from the

ENDF/B gamma production files for Path I. In Path II, it

is given by

(17)

This energy distribution, P(E -• E 1 ) , can be broken down

into partial energy distribution, f^ (E -* E'), where each

of the partial distributions can be described by a

different analytic representation :

NK
P!E * E1) = V (E)fk(E - E'),

and at a particular incident neutron energy E,

NK

1 .

k=l

The EWDF fornat allows several analytic formulations

for the partial energy distributions, ffc (E * E
1 ) .

An expression for Ê~, is evaluated as follows :

E'P(E * E') dE1

En,(E)

ï: (E * E1) dE'

C_ = internai conversion factor

Inelastic Scattering, (n,n')v to the Continuum

In this case Q = 0. The average kinetic energy for

the secondary neutron is calculated from the secondary

270 neutron energy distribution in file 5 of ENDF/B.

NK

I
k=l

NK

I
k=l

Pk(E)

E1

/
• m a x

E'fk(E *
E') dE1

(18)



The analytic form of Ê , , depends on the analytic
n f K.

formulation of f. (E • E').

For the evaporation spectrum

f (E + E1) = j- exp -E'/e (E)

where I is a normalization constant that depends on

E1 ^ , E' m a x, and 9. The ENDF assumes that E' m i n = C

Using this assumption, we obtain

En" ,k = 6

2 explx,) - [ 1 + (1 + x. ) 2 ]

explx. ) - (1 + x1 )

(19)

where

A similar expression can be derived for the Watt

spectrum. For the other allowable representations of

^(E * E 1 ) , ÏT, can be obtained by numerical integration in

Eq. (18) . E~ can be evaluated directly from the gamma

energy distribution in Path I. In Path II,

applying the equations for conserving linear momentum and

energy balance and assum':ii_ chat neutrons are emitted

isotropically in the centei-of-mass system, one can

derive the following expression for the average excita-

tion energy, e, of the residual nucleus following the

emission of the neutron.

(22)

E is equal to ë unless internal conversion is signi-

ficant in which case

A2 + 1

A(A + 1)
E

A +

A

1
F
% ' *

Ê" =
Y (23)

For a simple fission spectrum (Maxwellian),

f (E * E1) = exp [-E'/e (E) : ,

I

(20)

and by invoking the assumption that E ' . n = 0, we obtain

En',k = 9

exp(x1)

(21)

(n,2n) Reaction

The (n,2n) reaction can currently be represented in

ENDF/B as direct (n,2n) (MT = 16) and/or as a time-se-

quential reaction (MT = 6-9; 46-49). In the time-se-

quential (n,2n) reaction, A(n,n.) A* (n,) (A - 1)* , the

first neutron is essentially an inelastic scattering

event that may leave the nucleus A* in one of several

excited states. The second neutron is subsequently

emitted by the decay of the recoiling nucleus A*. The

kerma factor for the (n, 2n) reaction is obtained by

summing the contribution from the direct and each se-

quence (defined by an excited level of A*) of the time-

sequential reactions. 271!



For direct- and time-sequential (n,2n), Eq . (9) is

applicable with the Q-value as the binding energy B, of

the last neutron in the target nucleus and Ë" , as the

average of the sum of the kinetic energies of the two

neutrons. For the direct (n,2n) (MT = 16) , E"n, can be

evaluated from the secondary neutron energy distribution

given in file 5 of EHEF/B as described under inelastic

scattering to continuum. For each of the time-sequential

reaction, the energy of the excited level in A* is known

and the average kinetic energy of the first neutron is

calculated from the angular distribution in file 4 of

E'.IDF/B according to Eq. (12) . The average kinetic energy

of the second neutron is calculated from the energy

distribution in file 5 of ENDF/B.

If the direct gamma-production path is not selected,

the average energy of the photon emitted [E in Eq. (9)]

can be calculated from momentum and energy balance. The

results are different for direct(n, 2n), assuming iso-

tropic emission in the center-of-mass, the excitation

energy of the residual nucleus is given by [in the direct

(n,2n) the time interval between the emission of the two

neutrons is so short that the intermediate nucleus A*

does not deposit any of its recoil energy prior to the

second neutron emission ]

. (24)
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where E n t l and E n, 2 are the average energies of the first

ans second neutrons. At present, ENDF/B provides only the

combined spectrum of the two neutrons ; and therefore

evaluating Eq. (24) requires invoking the assumption that

A2 » 2.

For a sequence (e.g. MT = 6 and 46) in a time-sequen-

tial (n,2n) reaction, it is assumed that the intermediate

nucleus A* comes to rest prior to emission of the second

neutron. Thus, the excitation energy of the residual

nucleus is given by

A-l - B -
A - 1

(25)

where E, is the energy of the excited level in A* and E

is the average energy of the second neutron.

(n,3n) Reaction

n2

Equation (9) applies here with the Q as the Q-value

of the (n,jn) reaction and E , as the average of the sum

of the kinetic energies of the three neutrons. The latter

is calculated from the secondary neuton energy distri-

bution. The ê -srgy of the photons emitted is calculated

in the indirect gamma-production path from the excitation

energy of the residual nucleus. This can be calculated by

applying linear momentum and energy balance. For direct

!n,3n) the time interval between neutron emissions can be

assumed to be extremely short. Assuming isotropic neutron

emission in the center-of-mass system, the excitation

energy of the residual nucleus can be derived as

EA-2
A(A + 1)

Qn3n"

A - 1

A - 2
E n 3 , (26,



where Q , is the Q-Value of the (n,3n) reaction (alwaysn3n
negative) and E ., E ,» a n d E 3 a r e the average kinetic

energies of the first, second, and third neutrons. Since

ENDF/B provides only the combined spectrum for the three

neutrons, invoking the assumption that A >> 1 is neces-

sary for evaluating the above expression.

Radiative Capture

In an (n,y) reaction, conservation of linear momentum

causes the kinetic energy of the residual nucleus to be

very small ; in general ; only a fraction of 1% of the

energy of the emitted photons. The energy E of the photons

emitted can be derived as

(27)

The recoil energy of the nucleus, E , is

= E + Q - E , (28)

where

Q = the reaction Q-value

M C = mass of the residual nucleus in energy units

M rC
2 = (A + l)mnC

2 - Q

Charged Particle Reactions

The reaction discussed here is of the type

„ X Al in; a_ a ... a ) ^ 2 ,
Zl cl C2 cn Z2

where a c l, a c 2 are charged particles, e.g. (n,a),(n,p),

(n,aT). The energy deposited, E per reaction as defined in

Eq. (9), is the sum of the kinetic energies of the recoil

nucleus and charged particles emitted, i.e.

E = E + E + E + . . . + E = E + Q - E
H r acl ac2 ac Y !29)

where Q is the reaction Q-value (mass difference) and E is

the average energy emitted with the photons. The residual

nucleus is frequently left in one of the excited states. If

we define the cross section for the i-th excited state as a is

ci (30)

and the total kerma factor for the reaction is

k = c I E + Q - Ê y + Ê D|

where

N

ft

M

(31)

(32)

(33)

= energy equiv?lsi\L if the neutron mass (939.512 MeV)

energy of the i-th level (e = o)
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E_. = contribution to energy deposition by radioactive decay

of the i-th level

probability that the i-th level will be excited given

that a reaction has occurred (a^/o).

If other processes compete with gamma emission (e.g. internal

conversion), the

adjusted.

e.'s in the above expressions should be

The reaction total cross section and Q-value for (n,

charged particle) reactions are given in ENDF/B with

MT = 103-107. The corresponding partial cross sections to

various excited states are given in the MT = 700-799 series.

For many materials, however, the 700's series data are not

given. In such cases (and for MT = 108-114) , there is presently

no method to calculate I in Eq. (32) for the limited informa-

tion given in files 1-5. This is the basic disadvantage of

the indirect gamma-production path. The newly proposed format

for including the energy distribution of the charged parti-

cles can help solve this problem. In pratice, however, data

on gamma-production and charged-particle energy are both

either lacking or both are known.

(n,n') Charged Particles

This reaction is generally of the form

Zl
a o l, Z 2

The energydspositioniper reaction E u is the sum of the kinetic
n

energies of the recoil nucleus and charged particle emitted

and its calculation from Eq. (9) depends on the type of data

274 available.

In ENDF/B, some of these (n,n!) charged particle reac-

tions are represented in the format of inelastic level scat-

tering, (n.n'x) (MT = 51-90) with an LR flag to define the

exact type of the reaction. For such type of reaction, two

Q-values are given ; SQ is the Q-value for the combined (n.n'x)

reaction and Q1 is the energy of the excited level for the

(n,n') part of the reaction. The energy of the secondary

neutron can thus be evaluated from Eq. (12) with E = |Q* |

and the angular distribution of the secondary neutron in

file 4. Threfore, with this type of format the (n,n') charged

praticle reaction can be treated as inelastic level scattering

except for the following differences : (1) the Q-value for

the reaction is SQ instead of zero ; and (2) the energy

available to the gamma rays in inelastic level scattering

are taken by the charged particles and deposited locally.

The flags LR = 39 and LR = 40 are also used in ENDF/B

to indicate that the final mode of decay of the residual

nucleus from an (n,n9) reaction is by internal conversion

(LR = 39) or by electron-positron pair formation (LR = 40).

TheS3 two cases are treated similar to the (n,n') charged

particle reactions except that 1.02 MeV of energy is carried

away with photons in the case of the electron-fositron for-

mation mode and is not available for local energy deposition.

The (n,n') charged particle reactions can also b.' given

in ENDF/B as direct (composite) reactions (e.g. MT = 22, 23,

etc.). Also, this is always the case for the (n,2n) charged

particle reactions (e.g. MT = 24). In these cases, the ave-

rage energy of the secondary neutron [Eq. (9)1 is calculated

from the energy distribution of file 5. The information in the

neutronics files (1-5), however, is not sufficient to calcu-

late the energy carried away with the emitted gamma rays.

This difficulty is similar to that discussed earlier for the

(n, charged particles) reactions.



An example of ambiguity in data processing

A serious ambiguity was found in the processing of

the ENDF/E data necessary to prepare photon-production

cross-sections, mainly in the processing of continuous

energy spectra, which are expressed, as we have seen, in

EMDF/B as normalized probability distribution g(E*• E^)

at selected neutron energies E..

Actually, different methods for interpolating can be

used to determine the photon spectra at intermediate

neutron energies. The problem is illustrated in the two

following figures :

*/„,---Tic,-cfi -

At the lower energy E., the photon end-point energy

is Ei ; at the higher neutron energy Ei+i» the photon

endpoint energy is E1"1"1- At the intermediate neutron

energy E'. are possible interpolation (fig la) is such as

to givephoton yields (dashed line) for photon energies up

to E*+1 , whereas the second interpolation method (fig lb)

gives photon yields only up to an energy of E . Because

the resulting intermediate distributions are normalized,

the interpolation method of fig la, gives more photons in

high energy groups, and the method of fig lb gives fewer

photons in the same energy groups.

A further source of difficulty withe the normalized

probability distributions is the use of this format to

represent discrete photons. The following fig. 2 depicts

the spectrum for MT = 102 in fluorine.

;. t.i e.4 tx i t jo i* >< c"»r>'
l r u . , / /

f>SÎ. ••„• ••Rcprcscr.titfve noinUted probîbiMly dUtr i -
Imtion functions st->"Ej] for fiuorin;
(I1M1277, H1102J. 275



Differences in the approach to interpolation, descri-

bed above, can lead to a discrepancy in a group repre-

sentation of photon production cross section, of 13% in

flioton production from neutron group 9 to photon group 2

and 100% from neutron group 9 to photon group 1. These

discrepancies demonstrate the difficulties that can

result from the use of file 15 to represent discrete

photons.

APPENDIX

OUTLINE OF THE LECTURES OH THE TOPIC

"INTRODUCTION INTO THE CONTENTS OF THE MAJOR AVAILABLE

EVALUATED NUCLEAR DATA LIBRARIES".

-oOo-

1 - INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

. Review of the areas of application of nuclear data

for reactors.

This review will be mainly devoted to fission reac-

tors, (reactor physics problems, shielding, biological

protection, etc...), and fuel cycle (decay heat, acti-

vation, etc...).

. Review of the main type of reactions, energy ranges

and isotopes of interest. Graphical examples.

. The problem of extracting "evaluated data" from

experimental information to feed a "data bank".
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. Two alternatives : pointwise representation of data

and parameters to be used in connection with models.

. Main types of data files : ENDF/B, KEDAK, UKNDL,

etc... Comparison of main features.

. A major example : ENDF/B - Structure of files and

formats.

. Computer related problems.

2 - TYPICAL CONTENT OF THE DATA FILES - THE "POINTWISE"

DATA AND THE RESONANCE REGIOK DATA.

. The "pointwise" data representation. Main examples

total cross-sections, charged particle reactions, etc...

Interpolation schemes.

. Resonance region. The resolved resonance region :

- basic formulae for parametric representation ;

- what parameters needed ;

- conservation laws or internal consistency rules ;

- typical values (examples) ;

~ how they are arranged in a file (ENDF/B format) ;

- type of problems where these data are needed.

. Resonance region. The unresolved resonance region.

The discussion will follow closely the outline for

the resolved resonance region.



3 - TYPICAL CONTENT OF THE DATA FILES - ANGULAR AHD

SECONDARY NEUTRON DISTRIBUTIONS

. Angular distributions of secondary neutrons :

- basic formulae for elastic scattering ;

- Legendre polynomial expansion ;

- transformations, conservation laws and

consistency ;

- format for description in a file (ENDF/B format);

- type of problems where these data are needed.

. Energy distribution of secondary neutrons :

- basic formulae ;

- secondary energy distribution laws ;

- format for description in a file (ENDF/B format);

- type of problems where these data are needed.

4 - THERMAL SCATTERING LAW DATA AND PHOTON PRODUCTION DATA

. Thermal scattering law data :

- thermal neutron scattering formulae ;

- parameters needed ;

- temperature dependence ;

- format for description in a file (ENDF/B format)

- problems of utilisation.

Photon production data ;

- photon production cross-sections ;

- multiplicities and transition probability arrays ;

- format for description in a file {ENDF/B format) ;

- problem of consistency !

- an example of verification of internal consistency

of data ;

- type problems where photon production data are needed.

5 - PRESENT STATE OF THE ART IN THE FIELD OF EVALUATED DATA

FILES

. Quality of the evaluations and problems of uncertain-

ties.

. Typical examples of the present state of the art for

some major isotopes in different energy ranges and

type of reactions.

. Cooperative efforts. Dissemination and availability

of data.

. The problem of the use of the basic data files : in-

terfaces with processing codes.

. Conclusions.
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